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ABSTRACT

Very high energy deposition on first wall and other
components of a fusion reactor la expected due to plasma
instabilities during both normal and off-normal operat-
ing conditions. Off-normal operating conditions result
from plasma disruptions where the plasma loses confine-
ment and dumps its energy on the reactor components.
High heat flux may also result froa normal operating
conditions due to fluctuations in plasma edge condi-
tions. This high energy dump In a short time results In
very high surface temperatures and may consequently
cause melting and vaporization of these materials. The
net erosion rates resulting froa melting and vaporiza-
tion are very important to estimate the lifetime of such
Components. The response of different candidate materi-
als to this high heat fluxes is determined for different
energy densities and deposition times. The analysis
used a previously developed model to solve the heat con-
duction equation in two moving boundaries. One moving
boundary is at the surface to account for surface reces-
sion due to vaporization and the second moving boundary
is to account for the solid-liquid interface inside the
material. The calculations are done parametrlcally for
both the expected energy deposited and the deposition
time. These ranges of energy and tine are based on
recent experimental observations in current fusion
devices. The candidate materials analyzed are stainless
steel, carbon, and tungsten.

INTRODUCTION

Very high heat fluxes on the plasma chamber wall,
on limiters/divertor plates and on other components of a
fusion reactor are expected during both normal and off-

• Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under
contract No. W-31-1O9-Eng-38.

normal operating conditions. Off-normal operating con-
ditions can result from unipolar arcing, run-away
electrons, and plasma energy dump following a disruption
event. High energy deposition may also result during
normal operating conditions because of fluctuations in
plasma edge conditions recently known as edge localized
modes (ELKS). The energy deposited on these components
; during auch «v«nts can be in the order of several hun-
dred megaJoules. This high energy deposition time is
i recently believed to be much less than 1 ms. As a re-
sult, the energy on the high heat flux components may
reach values up to 10,000 KU/cm2 or even higher. Severe
melting and vaporization of the reactor components may
then occur. It Is then important to accurately evaluate
the amount of material evaporated and melted from the
exposed surfaces at these short deposition times. The
evaporated material may contaminate the plasma with a
hlgh-Z material such as tungsten. But more seriously,
both evaporation and melting will contribute to the
first uall, limiter, and dlvertor plate erosion which
consequently limits the lifetime of these components and
hence the availability of the reactor.

Hecent modeling efforts (1-6) have focused on the
analysis and on the development of computer codes to
quantify the effects of the high energy dump on reactor
materials. The analysis presented here used a previous-
ly developed model to solve the heat conduction equation
with nonlinear boundary conditions (1). In this model
the surface temperature is determined by both the boun-
dary conditions as well as by the kinetics of the evap-
oration process. The kinetics of the evaporation
:establish the connection between the surface temperature
and the net atom flux leaving the surface taking into
account the possibility of recondensation. Consequent-
ly, this heat conduction problem is highly non-linear
and involves two moving boundaries. One moving boundary
is at the melt-solid interface, while the other i3 due
to the surface receding as a result of the vaporization
losses. Several Improvements in calculational methods



have recently been incorporated into the analysis.

These include advanced numerical methods for more accur-

ate temperature calculation in moving boundaries prob-

lems. Both finite difference and finite element methods

have been used efficiently to solve this 3ystem of equa-

tions, and consistent results were obtained £62. Im-

proved analytical expressions for thermophysical proper-

ties are used to provide a better fit over a wider tem-

perature range. Numerical results are given for candi-

date materials such as stainless steel, carbon, and

tungsten. These results are given parametrically in

terms of the deposition times and energy densities.

Short disruption times recently suggested may cause

severe erosion rates and may limit reactor component

lifetime.

Several experiments have recently been carried out

using an electron beam test facility to Investigate the

consequences of simulated plasma disruption (7-10)• The

general conclusions from these experiments have indi-

cated a fairly good agreement between the models and the

calculations described in this paper and the measured

values for the melt layer and vaporization thicknesses.

CALCULATIONAL HODEL

The model used in this analysis Is discussed in

detail elsewhere (11). Only a brief summary is given

below. The general time-dependent one-dimensional heat

conduction equation with thermophysical properties K, O,

C of the material that vary with temperature is given

by:

3T aT

it2 = h fKs(T)
 I T ' °-X-L-

 t>0

where Tv = T(x = 0, t) is the surface temperature, Lv is

h fKs(

T(x,o) = f(x) 0<x<L, t=0 (2)

where f(x) is the initial temperature distribution func-

tion. The developed computer code can also handle a

volumetric heat generation source term Q(x,t) added to

Eq. (1).

i

The correct boundary condition requires partition-

ing of the incident energy into conduction, melting,

evaporation, and radiation. Thus the total input heat

flux q(t):

q(t) = q,, + q,, - q_ (3)

where

q - conduction heat flux = K(T) ^- | „ C O

qv = vaporization heat flux = p(Tj Ly v(Tj (5)

qr = radiation heat flux - EO (T - T ) (6)

the heat of vaporization. v(Tv) Is the velocity of the

receding surface, o is the Stefan-Boltzmann Constant, c

is the emisaivlty of the target material, and Ta is the

ambient temperature of the surface not exposed to the

energy dump but in direct line of sight of the exposed

surface. Then the boundary condition at the surface can

be written as

q{t) = -K(T) | X S O P(T) vfT (7)

Once melting commences, the condensed phases of the

uall or target material define two regions: the liquid

phase in the region s(t) < x < m(t), and the solid phase

in the region x 2 m(t). Here, m(t) is the Instantaneous

position of the melt-solid interface, and s(t) is the

instantaneous position of the surface. The boundary

condition at the melt-solid Interface Is now

aT
ks JT

where

aT
at X = m(t) (8)

w(t) = 2E f (9)

is the velocity of the novlng interface and Lr is the

latent heat of fusion*. The subscripts s and t refer to

solid and liquid phases respectively. The thernophysi-

cal properties of both solid and liquid phases are dif-

ferent anijl. assumed to vary with temperatures by

polononlnal >1>unct ions.

There are several ways of accounting for the moving

boundary at the surface due to the evaporation of the

wall material (6). One way is to Introduce a coordinate

frame which moves with the receding surface. Hence, in

a frame

z(t) = x - J v(T) dt
o

(10)

The surface remains at z=0, but the heat conduction

equation transforms into

pc
P S - v ( T ) S = h iK(T) Si

which differs from the original equation by the convec-

tive term pCv(T) »T/az. All boundary conditions retain

their original form given above, and only aT/3x is

replaced by iT/az.

The velocity of the receding surface, i.e., v(T) is

a highly non-linear function of temperature. A review

of the model used to calculate the evaporation losses is

given in Ref. (11-12). In this model, the surface

velocity is highly non-linear function of surface

temperature and is given by



a/ft P (T )

D(T ) /Tv v; v

-t/10 T
c cm/sec

(12)

where

a = sticking probability («1)

A = atomic mass number of target material

Pv = vapor pressure of target material (Torr)

tc = vapor collision frequency (sec )

PHASE CHANGE

When the temperature of a node reaches the melting
temperature of the material Tm, then this node tempera-
ture is fixed until all the heat of fusion is absorbed.
Then the temperature of this node is allowed to change.
During the phase change the material properties of the
node is given by a combined value from both solid and
liquid properties according to the ratio of the
transformation at this time step.

VAPOR SHIELDING

If a vapor layer from the exposed material of suf-'
ficient thickness has been produced during disruption in
front of the incoming plasma ions, the Ions nay be
stopped in this layer rather than in the condensed mate-
rial of the reactor component (1). This is known as
self-shielding concept because It tends to shield and
protect the reactor components from further Intense dan-
age. This model is discussed in detail as first Intro-;
duced by the author, et al. in Ref. JJJ^ It is believed1

that the shorter the deposition tine the more effective;
the shielding from the vapor. This Is mainly because at:
short deposition times the vapor accumulation In front!
of the incoming plasma is very fast and there is not!
enough time for this vapor to move and leave the damaged!
area. j

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS i

Recent analysis and observations of experimental[
data for plasma disruptions from current fusion machines
such as TFTR and JET, have indicated that the deposition'
time is very short and may be on the order of a fraction
of a millisecond ( « 0.1 ms ). This is in contrast to
previous assumptions and analysis in which the disrup-
tion times were assumed to be in the 10-20 ma range (13-
T4). Shorter deposition tines usually result in very
high surface temperatures which lead to core intense
vaporization and surface damage. Accordingly, some of
the present calculations were carried out to study the
effect of such short deposition times and to compare the
result to longer deposition times. Energy densities as
large as 1400 J/cm were considered in this analysis.
These energy densities were assumed to be deposited at a
constant rate over the given deposition time. Three
materials are considered in this analysis, stainless
steel, carbon, and tungsten. Steel and carbon are two
of the main candidate materials for structural or limit-
er components in fusion reactors. Tungsten being a high

temperature refractory metal offers a range or proper-
ties that makes it unique compared to stainless steel
and carbon. The comprehensive A*THERMAL (15) Computer
Code is used to evaluate the response and lifetime of
these materials. The code was developed In multi-dlmen-
slonal form to provide analysis of the energy deposi-
tion, temperature response, melting and vaporization
thicknesses of different materials exposed to different
radiation sources such as x-rays, laser, ions and sur-
face heat fluxes or any simultaneous combination of
these sources (16-17). Other subsequent effects pro-
duced in materials such as displacement production and
sputtering erosion can also be calculated by the code.

The surface temperature of stainless steel (SS),
carbon (C), and tungsten (U) as a function of time for
two energy densities, i.e., 200 and 500 J/cm2, is shown
in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. The energy deposition
time for this case Is assumed to be 1 ms. It can be
seen that the surface temperature rapidly exceeds the
melting temperature of SS (Tm = 1700-K) for both the
energy densities, considered. The surface temperature
for both SS and C approaches a steady-state value short-
ly after the cepositlon starts. The higher the energy
density the steeper the temperature rise and the faster
the temperatur e approaches its steady value. For tung-
sten the temperature rise is not as sharp but in both
cases it exceeds the tungsten melting temperature (Tm =
368O*K). The temperature rise for U is much higher for
the case of 500 JAfiP . At the end of the deposition
tine, the surface temperature drops sharply and the
material cools down continuously. The surface velocity,
which is the velocity, at which the front surface recedes
as a result of vaporization, depends on the surface tem-
perature as well as on material properties such as vapor
.pressure (eqn. 12). The Integration of this velocity
over the t4ip gives the total amount of material vapor-
jlzed. A comparison of tie surface velocity for the
[three materials is shown in Fig. 3 for input energy den-
'sity of 500 J/c«2 and for 1 us deposition time. Stain-
less steel has the highest surface velocity compared to
iboth carbon and tungsten, although it has the lowest
|surface temperature rise. Tungsten has the highest tem-
iperature rise as shown in Fig. 2, but has the lowest
jsurface velocity. This is mainly because stainless
'steel has the highest vapor pressure among the three
materials, it is then expected that stainless steel has
much higher vaporization losses than both carbon and
tungsten at these conditions.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the melt layer
thickness of stainless steel and tungsten as a function
of time for the same deposition conditions of Figs. 3
and 4. It can be seen that tungsten has a larger melt
layer thickness than steel. The maximum melting thick-
ness occurs around or slightly after the end of the
deposition time. However, the stainless steel melt lay-
er duration, l.e, the total time that liquid is present,
is longer than in the tungsten case. Kelt layer dura-
tion times are Important when considering issues such as
stability and erosion of the melt layer under different
forces existing in the reactor chamber (18).

There are still large uncertainties as to the dura-
tion for the energy deposition during plasma disrup-
tions. Recent observations in current tokamak machines
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Figure 1
Surface temperature r i se as a function of time for
di f ferent candidace materials.
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Figure 4
Helt layer thickness as a function of time for stainless
steel and tungsten.
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Figure 2
Surface temperature rise as a function of time for
different candidate materials.
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Figure 3
Surface velocity as a function of time for different
candidate materials.

suggest that the plasma disruption time may be In the

order of a few hundreds of a microsecond. The energy

deposition time may be the single most important

paraaeter to determine the net erosion rate from both

melting and vaporization and consequently the reactor

component llfetlne.^ Figure 5 shows the melt layer

thickness of tungsten and stainless steel as a function

of the energy deposition tine for energy density of 500

J/cm2. At shorter -deposition times the melt layer

thickness is small, then It Increases with increasing

deposition time and then it decreases again. At short

deposition .times there Is not enough time for the

deposited ^ftergy to be conducted away through the

material, rather heating the near surface region to a

very high temperature which Increases the vaporization

losses. Consequently at short deposition times, most of

the energy absorbed by vaporization of the surface

region. However, at long deposition times most of the

energy is conducted through the material away from the

surface and the temperature rise is less than that for

short deposition times.
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Figure 5
Melt layer thickness as a function of energy deposition
time for stainless steel and tungsten.



Figure 6 shows the total melting plus vaporization
thickness as a function of the deposition time for the
same energy density. For the carbon case only the vap-
orization thickness is given since carbon does not molt.
Vaporization thickness always increases as the deposi-
tion time decreases, while for the melt layer there is a
specific time where the thickness goes through a maxi-
mum, depending on the energy density, type of material,
and boundary conditions. If the melt layer is entirely
lost at the end of the deposition time then carbon is
the best candidate to resist erosion except for energy
densities and deposition times where tungsten does not
melt. Among the three candidates, stainless steel is
the least resistant to erosion under similar conditions.

10«

0.1 i »
Energy Oepoiition Time (mt)

Figure 6
Melting plus vaporization thickness as a function of
energy deposition time.

The vaporization and melting layer thicknesses as a
function of the deposited energy density are shown In
Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The calculation is done
for two deposition times, i.e., 0.1 ms and 10 ms. It Is
clearly shown in Fig. 7 that longer deposition tines
substantially reduce the vaporization thickness, espe-
cially at lower energy densities. Higher energy densi-
ties always increase the total erosion thickness from
vaporization for any deposition time. For an energy
density of 1400 J/cm and a 0.1 ms deposition time the
vaporization thickness from stainless can be as high as
1 mm per disruption. As shown in Fig. 8, the melt layer,
thickness significantly increases with increasing depo-
sition energy for the longer deposition time (10 us).'
However, the melt layer thickness is insensitive to!
deposition energy for this shorter deposition time (0.1!
ms). Again, this is because at short deposition times
most of the energy deposited is used in heating the sur-
face to a very high temperature thus causing more sur-
face vaporization and consequently less energy is left
to be conducted and produce melting. 1

The influence of vapor shielding has been examined
further. Under certain conditions, vaporized material
produced in the early phases of a disruption is expected
to partially shield the wall/plate during the remainder
of the disruption. This is because the incoming plasma
ions will be stopped in the vapor rather than in the

- 0.1 mi Depoi'*ion Time
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200 W0 WO WOO

Energy Density (J/cm2)
MOO

Figure 7
Vaporization thickness as a function of energy density
for different candidate materials.
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Figure 8
Melt layer thickness as a function of energy density for
stainless steel and tungsten.

condensed phase of the wall material. The vapor layer
will be heated by the further incoming plasma ions and
then reradiate its energy isotropically rather than the
Incident unidirectional energy flux. As a result, the
total energy deposited on the wall, and hence, the
subsequent vaporization is significantly reduced. Vapor
shielding is expected to be more effective for shorter
(~ 0.1 ms) disruption times. The general configuration
is also believed to be important. For example, in the
divertor region the vaporized material is better
confined than in the large plasma chamber, and hence,
vapor shielding is expected to be more effective in the
divertor region. Figure 9 shows the vaporization
thickness as a function of the energy density with and
without the effect of vapor shielding for a deposition
time of 10 ms. At lower energy densities and longer
disruption times the model predicts that vapor shielding
reduces vaporization thickness more than at higher
energy densities and shorter disruption times. However,
as mentioned above, vapor shielding is expected to be



effective mainly at very short deposition times. The
effect of vapor shielding on melt layer thickness
depends on both the energy deposited and the deposition
time. At higher energy deposition and shorter
disruption tiroes, where roost of the deposited energy is
used in vaporizing the surface, vapor shielding is not
expected to change the melt layer thickness by a wide
margin. In most cases vapor shielding slightly reduces
the melt layer thickness and in a few cases it may
slightly increase the melt layer thickness. Only near
the threshold energies for melting where vapor shielding
is expected to have a large impact on the melt layer
thickness.

10 m$ DepoiJtlon Time

Mo Vapor Shield
With Vapor Shield

Energy Density M/cm1)

Figure 9
Vaporization thickness with and without the effect of
vapor shielding.

CONCLUSIONS

Parametric analysis of the erosion rates from melt-
ing and vaporization were done for candidate fusion
materials. This analysis reflects the experimental
observation from the current tolcamak machines for both
the expected energy being deposited and the deposition
time. High energy densities and short disruption tines
can severely hinder the successful operation of fusion,
reactors and sharply limit its lifetitu.-;. An accurate!
estimation of the disruption time, energy, and the area.'
of deposition is very important in determining material'
erosion. The effectiveness of vapor shielding and the1

stability of melt layer formation in a strong magnetic
field environment are also very important factors in
determining the total material loss during a disruption.
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